Dear Ones, spring has arrived! As I write this article the rains are coming down
heavily… which is great! I love rainy days. (Sorry, Mama Cass ). ☺ 
When I was a child, my brother & I had the HUGE upstairs bedroom in our family’s
home. Rick’s bed was on one side of the bedroom… my bed was diagonally opposite.
A slanted roof was on both sides of our bedroom, so each of us was sleeping one to two
feet beneath the exterior roof of our home.
On rainy nights, I clearly heard raindrops falling on the roof above my head. It was
music to me. Many times I felt so very blessed to have God’s Symphony playing for my
total enjoyment. Me, cuddled under my covers… across the room, bother Rick was
secure under his covers… downstairs mom and dad.
A wonderful sense of peace, security, and delight always came through to me.
Many years later, as I became aware of the BIG PICTURE of life, I associated rain with
a gentle cleansing. Rain, vital to our earth, is a cleansing to parts of our planet… just as
cleansing is vital to our journey here on “Classroom Earth.”
Cleansing and forgiveness have pretty much the same vital effect in life. As we release
old or new resentments, we literally free our self from carrying negative energy that hold
us back from Moving Into Our Divinity.
Forgiveness is so important to awakening to our Divinity (Moving Into Divinity) that
Charles Fillmore did a forgiveness treatment every night before going to sleep. And
Jesus clearly told us, “If you are there at the alter, offering your prayers & gifts… &
remember you have something against your brother or sister… don’t waste your time
praying!... instead do your reconciliation with your sister or brother, and THEN come
and offer your prayers & gifts.
So as we do our ‘spring cleaning’ this season… remember to do the MAJOR cleaning in
our consciousness. Forgive everyone and everything in your past, present, and future.
Forgiveness helps us move into our Divinity more easily and more perfectly.

Love & blessings,
Ron

